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ABSTRACT

A method for determining the radial profile of the lower-hybrid

current drive in tokamaks using electron-cyclotron attenuation of the

O-mode for frequencies Q) near the cut-off frequency is discussed. The

basic idea is that for a given wave frequency, the cut-off plays the

role of a spatial filter selecting a variable portion of the non-inductive

current. It is shown that the incremental attenuation resulting from a

small increase of CO displays specific features related to the current

density near the cut-off point. Using the relation between the wave

damping and the current density it is possible to determine the radial

profile of the current drive from the wave attenuation measurements.

A numerical application is also presented for plasma parameters in

the reactor regime.



I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the radial profile of the non-inductive current

generated by travelling waves is a problem of great relevance in

tokamak plasmas for its bearing on the problem of mode stabilization

and current diffusion. Although the issue is of general interest, here

we specifically refer to a tokamak plasma in the reactor regime with

the non-inductive part of the total current driven by lower-hybrid

waves. In this case, according to present modelling of lower-hybrid

current drive l<2 , non-central current is generated in a relatively

narrow plasma region. In this paper, we discuss a method for the

measurement of the current density JL H (r) based on electron-

cyclotron wave attenuation of the O-mode for frequencies below the

central plasma frequency u>p(0). This method is then suitable for

dense tokamak plasmas.

Recently 3 , it was suggested that wave reflection of the O-mode

cut-off could provide a spatially selective property with the cut-off

playing the role of a movable mirror at r=rcut where Cû=û>p(rcut). The

general idea can be outlined as follows. A wave polarized in the O-

mode is launched from the equatorial plane at an angle 9 with respect

to the magnetic field. For Cu < cop(0), the ray experiences a deflection

around rcut but the value of the minimum radius rm > rcut. If rm is

inside the current channel, wave attenuation can occur whose

magnitude depends on the portion of lower-hybrid current crossed by

the ray. By varying Cu, this portion can be varied from zero (no

attenuation) to the total current (maximum attenuation). We will

show that from the experimental measurement of the attenuation, it

is possible to obtain the function JLH(r)> The intention of the present



paper is to identify the basic steps and conditions for the actual

application of the method.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we derive the

relation between the wave attenuation and the lower-hybrid driven

current for a flat parallel tail from a few times the thermal speed up

to relativistic energies. We also show that; in order to eliminate

spurious attenuations due to plasma refraction, turbulence scattering,

and wave damping from the electron bulk, a basic prerequisite of the

method is operation with differential attenuation of two equivalent

rays with equal and opposite values of the parallel refractive index.

In Sec. Ill, the potential and consistency of the method is illustrated

by a numerical application for reactor relevant parameters. The ray

path and damping of the 0-mode are computed for given lower-

hybrid current profiles and it is shown that the wave attenuation is a

very sensitive function of the current profile and therefore

investigation of current diffusion is possible. The inversion problem is

presented in Sec. IV, namely the computation of the current profile

from the assumed experimental data on the frequency spectrum of

the 0-mode attenuation. We here face the problem of a kind of

generalized Abel inversion where the ray path differs from a straight

line and depends on JLH(r). The central step is then the computation of

the ray path which is consistent with the current profile to be

determined. Thanks to the special form of Ampere's law, a rapidly

converging iteration method is found which helps solving the

problem. The conclusion and the limitations of the method are given

in Sec. V.



H. RELATION BETWEEN WAVE DAMPING AND J^r)

Following the general picture of the lower-hybrid current drive 4 ,

we assume that in the saturation regime, the case considered here, the

current carrying tail is a flat function of P|( for pg < pj| < pcr» where

2 1/2Per = mc/( ncr -1) »

ncr = 0>p/«>c+ (1 +<Op2Aoc
2 - me(Op

2/miU2)1/2

and Q is the lower-hybrid frequency. The value P|( = pg defines the

transition between the Maxweliian distribution and the flat tail in the

P||-direction. The current density is given by

P e r
JLH(r) = ne(r) e f dpj j f||(p||) P||/my - ne(r) (e/m) (me) f||(p0)

Po

x [ (1+ Per2/ m2c2)1/2 - (1+ po2/ m2c2)172] ,

- ne(r) (e/m) (me)2 f,,(Po) [ (1+ Pcr
2/ m2c2)î/2 - 1 ] (1)

where
OO

fii = 2ic I dp_[_ P1 f(pjj.pj_) •

O

For a relativistic Maxwellian



and Jl = me2/ T6 . The critical parameter to be determined is the

function po(r). We now show that experimental measurement of po(r)

is possible using electron cyclotron attenuation of the O -mode for

frequencies Cu < 0>P(0) < coc .

Wave absorption along the ray path is determined by T\ = l-exp(-i),

where I is the optical depth given by
sb

T(N,,,oo)= J <x(N||,u))ds , (2)
O

s is the abscissa along the ray, oc(N||,(0) is the absorption coefficient,

NU is the local parallel refractive index, and s = O , s = Sb are the initial

and final values of s respectively. The absorption coefficient for the

flat plateau is given by 5

«...,* Jd , (D0W) Pl 8[y- Sf- N j ] A _ .

where

D0 = I E1 -i E2+ N0A(^L)E3 1 2/32(o , E1= Ei2(S33 - N0
2) ,

(UM UlC

E2= (N0N,|)2 -(en- N1
2XE33 - N02) , E3 = - N0N|,E12 ,

S = ̂  { [ N0 (E2
2 - E3

2) - N1, E1E3 ]
2 + [ NH (E2

2 - E1
2)

M F F I2 \ 1/2
-N 0U 1E 3J J

N0 is the perpendicular index of the O-mode, and f(p||,pj_) is the

momentum distribution function of the plateau. Since we consider

values of (O significantly smaller than Cuc , N0 and EJJ are approximated

by the cold plasma counterpart. Now for

(0C
2/(02 + N||2 - 1 » (1- N||2) P1

2/ m2c2 - 2(1- N||2) TI/ me2 ,

where T1 is the perpendicular temperature of the fast tail, we write



8[Y-^t-Nnû) » 'mc"

Ymc5(p,rp+)

"(0)C
2/G)2+N|,2-1)1/2

/% A O O O «%
where P||r=mc [ N||(a)c/<o) ± (a)c /eo +N||2-l-(l-Nj|2)p_L /mzc )1/2 ] /

- me [ NII(UVU)) ± (û)c
2/û)2+N,|2-l)1/2

Since G)0Ao > 1 , N||2a>c
2/a>2 < (coc

2/0)2+N||2-l)1/2 and sgn(p,|r)

= sgn (±) (O)0
2M2^NiI2-!)1'2 , thus for a positive tail we obtain

p+/mc = [ - I N,| I (û)c/oo) + (eùc
2/û)2+N,|2-l)1/2 ]/(l-N,,2) . (3)

Equation (3) is the approximated resonance condition for (O < ooc . In

this approximation PU = p+ and

7 (Or DQ(P+) f||(Po)
a = 2 O)/ me (-*) 2 2 " —772 , (4)

p m S(û)c
2/û)2+N,|2-l)1/2

where f||(p+) = f||(p0) for p0 ^ P+ ^ Pcr ™d f||(P+) = ° for P+ > Per- BV

comparing Eqs. (1) and (4), it appears that the determination of f||(po)

from the value of a yields PQ(T) and the current density JLH^)- Note

that a is indépendant of Tj.. The X-mode is obtained from Eq. (4) with

the substitution N0 -» Nx . For N|j = O , Eq. (4) becomes

a =( TC No cop
2/2eoc c) p+ f||(p0).

The most attractive 0-mode launch is of course normal to the

magnetic field (N|j = O). Unfortunately, it is very restrictive and in



general oblique propagation is inevitable. We firstly note that in
2 o

general Cu p « coc and the frequency shift O)0 - CO is too large to

fulfil the condition PQ < p+ < pcr for NJJ = O. A relatively large value of

I N fi I is then necessary to realize cyclotron resonance with electrons at

P(I - Per (see Eq. (3)). Secondly, for propagation near the equatorial

plane CO c - CD varies radially and in a hot plasma for increasing values

of CO resonance with thermal electrons may occur i.e. P+ < PQ • In tms

case, wave attenuation keeps increasing and no clear saturation

appears. The thermal contribution (together with plasma refractive

effects6 ) is indépendant of sgn(N||) and can be eliminated by

operating with differential transmission between two equivalent rays,
propagating with equal and opposite values of NH . Equation (3) then

refers to the differential attenuation, i.e. , T(N||,co) = T(N||,co) - T(-N||,o>) .

This is also valid for arbitrary symmetric parallel distribution, i.e.

f||(p||) = f||(-P||) as it occurs in the presence of electron trapping effects.

It is worthwhile to mention the range of validity of Eq. (4). The

absorption coefficient for a flat tail with finite TJL was computed in

Ref.7 . It is found that Eq. (4) is valid for p+ £ pcr . For p+ > pcr , Eq. (4)

yields a = O in contrast with Ref.7 where a tends to zero exponentially

depending on Tj_ .

We wish to stress the following important point. The result that

at CO < CO c wave absorption is only proportional to JLH is a lucky

circumstance. Wave absorption at CO > COC is proportional to (Tj_)nJLH

with n >1 and therefore a measure of JLH from wave attenuation needs

an accurate knowledge of Tj_(p||) . For emission of radiation, the

situation is even worse since the emission coefficient P a (Tj_)n JLH for

any frequency including co < coc . We then conclude that wave

attenuation at large downshifted frequencies constitues the only



acceptable method for current measurement using electron cyclotron

waves.

NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR GIVEN CURRENT PROFILES

For the purposes of illustrating the potential and consistency of

the method, we specifically consider a tokamak configuration with

reactor relevant parameters. Following Ref.l, we consider a tokamak

device with a=1.24 m, RQ = 3 m , B(O) = 6 T , T6(O) = 30 keV , ne(0) =

2x10 cm""* and parabolic profiles for Te (r) and ne(r) . For these

parameters, it is shown that lower-hybrid current is generated in a

narrow region (Ar * 10 cm ) between rj » 105 cm and r2 * 95 cm

by a parallel flat tail with energy EJJ approximately in the range 60

keV £ E|j < 200 keV , i.e. p0 « 0.54 me and pcr = 0.97 me. The total

current IT = IQ + ILH = 10 MA with ILH = 5 MA. We now arbitrarely

assume given profiles for JLH(T) and study the sensitivity of the

method with respect to the current profile at constant value of ILH .

Two special distribution are shown Fig.l. Curve (a) is obtained for
1 /2PO/(2mTe) - 2.5 excepted the current ramps and curve (b) for

pO/(2mTe) ' varying parabolically from 2.3 up to 4.2 . Note that for
2 2(pO/mc) « 1 , f||(po) OC exp( - PQ /2mTe) and the relevant parameter

1 11is po/(2mTe) ' ; this avoids the exact knowledge of Te in the region

where the current is located.

We first consider the ray path for given values of the launching

angle. Figure 2 shows the equatorial projection of the ray path for I 9 I

= 45° and three values of Cu for which rcm =100 cm, 95 cm, and 90 cm

respectively for the current profile (a). The corresponding values of

the frequency are f = CO/27C = 75.2 GHz, 81.8 GHz, and 87.5 GHz. In Fig.

2, the dotted line denotes the region where JLH^) * O • Although the

8



ray is launched in the equatorial plane, the presence of the poloidal

field generates a lateral deviation. This is shown in Fig.3 for the

parameters of Fig.2. For negative (positive) values of 0 , the poloidal

deviation is in the positive (negative) direction of the z-axis. This is of

relevance in the choice of two equivalent rays which are then

symmetric with respect to the horizontal plane. It is of interest to

compute the abscissa s versus r for a given ray path. This is presented

in Fig.4 for the parameters of Fig.2 and shows that the minimum of r

differs from rcut , i.e. rmin > rcut . This is a general feature and

therefore the value of NQ along the ray path is always different from

zero. It may be easily shown from Eq. (4) that a is proportional to

(1-COp2Ao2)1/2 , thus, a * O along the ray path. Typical values of rmin ,

No(rmin) and T for the values of rcut of Fig.2 are given in Table I.

Figure 5 shows T versus rmjn for I 9 I = 40°, 45°, 50°, 60° and 70° in

the whole range of interest. We find T to be a sensitive function of Cu

and 9 and that the boundaries n and 12 of the current channel are not

related to the zero and maximum values of T in a simple way. A

simple rule can only be found for the upper boundary r=ri . We know

that the ray experiences no damping for r > ri and therefore the

value of ri can be determined by the condition T = O provided

P+ ^ Per • In general, there is a range of angles for which these

conditions are realized. For instance, for large downshift near ri = 105

cm the range of values of I 9 I lies in the vicinity of I 9 I =45° (see

Fig.5) . For higher values of |0|, I N y I decreases and p+> pcr . In this

case T = O but the corresponding value of CO is not at all related to the

beginning of the current distribution (Fig.5 , I 9 I > 50°) '. In order to

define n , it is then necessary to check that T = O for the same value of

r for several values of I 9 I . There is no such a simple rule for the

lower boundary 12 since I * O for rmin < ?i • The value of 12 is then



part of the determination of JLH(T) • although for some special current

profiles the value of n is related to the maximum of T .

A similar analysis can be applied to a different radial profile of

JLH(r) . Shown in Fig.6 is T versus rmin for I 9 I = 40°, 45°, 50°, 60°, 70°

and the profile (b). It is found that the value of rmin « n is here in the

vicinity of 110 cm as evidenced by the curves for I 9 I « 45° in

agreement with the given profile. Figs. 5 and 6 show that the

magnitude and the shape of T depend on the actual current profile;

the method is then suitable for investigating the time evolution of JLH .

This numerical analysis illustrate the consistency and flexibility

of the method. However, the real goal is the inversion problem,

namely the determination of JL H( r) from the experimental

measurement of T(CO) , namely the inversion of Eq. (2) . For a straight

line ray-path, Sb indépendant of JLH^) » 3^ 40C Au = constant , the

problem is solved using Abel inversion. This is not possible here and

in the following section we describe a numerical procedure to derive

JLH (r) from the frequency spectrum of the wave attenuation. .

IV. DERIVATION OF THE CURRENT PROFILE FROM THE MEASURED

SPECTRUM T(CO)

We now consider the results of Sec.III as experimental data. In
the form of experimental results, i.e. T(Nn,O)), they are shown in Figs.7

and 8, for the profiles (a) and (b) respectively. The curves of Figs.7

and 8 show a marked difference with the corresponding ones of Figs .5

and 6. For instance, the curves for I 9 I = 40°, 45°, and 50° in Fig.5

begin at the same value of rm in , i.e., rmin = 105 cm. The

corresponding curves in Fig.7 start from different values of Q) or rcut

and give no direct information on the beginning of the current

10



channel. The difference between Fig. 5 and 7 is clearly related to the

difference between rcut , which depends on Ou only, and rmin , which

also depends on 9 . In order to obtain JLH(r) fr°m 1^16 measured

spectrum T(N 11,0) ), the first step is then the computation of the ray

path. The density ne(r) , the electron temperature Te(r), and the total

current IT are assumed to be known. By inspection of Figs.7 and 8, we

first determine the current boundary from the minimum value of the
frequency Q)0 for which T(N||,co0) = O . Next we consider a frequency

O)1 slightly above (UQ corresponding to a small increment AT . If the

ray path was known, from Eqs. (1), (2), and (4) we obtain from the

best fit the average values of p0/(2mTe)
1/2 , a , JLH , and A!LH in the

first portion of the current channel . In this search we use the simple

rule that T = O for the same value of rmjn for several values of 6 and
that PQ < p+ < pc r . The determination of p0 from the best fit is

favoured by the exponential dependence of a on pQ/CZmTe)1/2. For

the knowledge of the ray path, we use the following iteration

procedure. As is known, the poloidal magnetic field at a given radius r

is only determined by the total current flowing through the surface
2

TCr ; this suggests that in first approximation the ray can be computed

using the total current ILH within the radius p i -rcut(^i)- From the

approximated trajectory we define a value of rmjn , a , JLH , and A IL H

at first order. We repeat the operation with ILH - A l L H instead of ILH

and so on. We find that this iteration procedure is rapidly converging

and when applied to any portion of current channel for several values

of I 6 I yields JLH(r) in fairly good agreement with the assumed profile.

We first consider Fig.7. A simple inspection shows that the current

boundary is determined by fo = eo0/2rc = 71.63 GHz for I 9 I = 40°. The

current channel is explored stepwise by using slabs with a width of

2.5 mm each. As an example of the iteration procedure we consider

11



the numerical results concerning the 25th slab. The lower-hybrid

current in the 24 previous slabs which extend from 104.96 cm to

99.27 cm, is 2.04996 MA. The incremental attenuation of the 25th

slab is AT = 0.013 and here pi = TcUt(CO1) = 98 cm. Using the current
2

ILH(pl) = 5 MA - 2.04996 MA = 3.95004 MA within the cylinder

we obtain the first approximation of the ray, i.e., rrain = 99.030 cm , <x

= 6.144x10-3 cm-1, JLH = 774.6 A / c m 2 , A I L H = 57.99 kA, and

p0/(2mTe)
1/2 = 0.5767 .We improve the result by using the reduced

current ILH(Pl) - aILH =3.95004 MA - 0.05799 MA = 3.89205 MA .

The new values are: rmjn = 99.008 cm , a = 5.7363x1 0~3 cm-1, JLH =

728.8 A/cm2 , AILH = 59.14 kA, and p0/(2mTe)l/2 = 0.5799 . A third

iteration leads to: rmin = 99.007 cm , a = 5.7532x1 0'3 cm"1 , JLH =

727.3 A/cm2 , AILH = 59.65 kA, and p0/(2mTe)
1/2 = 0.5799 . The

iteration is stopped since rmjn and JLH are obtained with a relative

accuracy better than 10'3 and 1O-2 , respectively. The reason of this

success is of course the integral form of Ampere's law. The iteration

procedure is repeated for different portions of the attenuation

spectrum and for different values of 9 . The f-verall current p:o:"ile

obtained is shown in Fig. 9 together with the assumed one (full

curve). Similar results are obtained for the current profile (b) and are

shown in Fig. 10 . It is of interest to mention that the iteration

procedure for determining the ray path is also useful during the

experimental operation since it helps in the positionning of the

receiver. In the numerical application, the toroidal component of the

tokamak magnetic field was assumed constant, namely, we have

neglected toroidal modulation. In principle there is no difficulty to

include the effect of the magnetic ripple in the ray tracing code. On

the other hand the effect of the ripple on the wave attenuation is

12



negligible, since electron cyclotron resonance is mainly related to the

fast cyclotron motion.

We conclude this section by making some considerations on the

X-mode. We first note that the lower cut-off of the X-mode is given by

Q)p2/co2= (1- N|j2) (1 + Cuc/co) and for u>c/G> >1 is realized at higher

densities compared to the O-mode cut-off density. Thus, the X-mode

experiences no reflection inside the current channel. Moreover, it can

be shown that the X-modc is generally strongly damped compared to

the O-mode. This can be seen by considering the simple case of

normal propagation. In the limit |N||I -» O ,for the ratio between the

two absorption coefficients we obtain 7

N0Nx / '

where

1 •* /o i 03C COp2 , COc C O 2l-ie12/en = l -—— E- -•! -
" COc + COp2 - CO2 CO

- CO D
2 /C0 2 - C0c2 /C02

It appears that for N0(^-)2 «1, ax/CCQ » 1. Note that ax increases with

I N ii I and it is found that for the parameters considered in this paper

the X-mode will be totally absorbed by the current carrying tail. This

has two important consequences. Firstly, the externally launched

wave needs not to be polarized in the O-mode. We can launch a wave

with a convenient polarization at the plasma-vacuum interface; inside

the plasma, two modes are excited but the X-mode is totally absorbed

by the fast tail and/or the thermal plasma away from the current

13



region. Secondly, the X-mode emitted by the superthermal electrons

has a blackbody feature indépendant of wall boundary reflections.

Thus the emitted intensity directly provides information on T1.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a detailed study of the O-mode damping for

wave frequencies co < COp(O) and shown that the measurement of

wave attenuation can be used to infer the radial profile of the lower-

hybrid driven current in a tokamak. The method heavily relies on the

validity of the ray tracing theory of a cold plasma. For given radial

profiles of the non-inductive current, we have shown the consistency

and flexibility of the method. More importantly we have identified

the ray tracing iteration procedure to derive the function JLH (r) ^rom

the experimental data on the O-mode attenuation. In our opinion, the

result seems conclusive and the method of practical interest. For
simplicity in our analysis we have considered a flat tail in the PM

direction and neglected corrections due to the finite perpendicular

energy. The model might be questionable in hot plasmas and

therefore in general the relation between the local absorption

coefficient and the current density must rely on a more general

framework. This is a 2D Fokker-Planck code where the quasilinear

diffusion coefficient. DLH is the parameter to be determined from the

best fitting (the equivalent of po). In general we have two local
parameters, the magnitude and the extension of ncr - HIIQ of the DLH >

where HJJQ is the upper boundary of the lower-hybrid spectrum. In the

saturation regime, which is of interest for large current, DLH » Dcoll .

where Dcoli is the Coulomb collision diffusion coefficient , the precise

14



value of DLH(r,n||) is irrelevant 4 and we are then left with n||o(r) as the

adjustable parameter. By incorporating a 2D Fokker-Planck code, the

numerical work is of course enhanced significantly but the method

can be applied to any situation of practical interest.

Several difficulties remain to be overcome for a successfully

application of the method as, for instance, antenna pattern design,

determination of the equivalent rays, the receiver location, and how

much scattering results from turbulence fluctuations in the cut-off

region. For wave launching from the horizontal plane, the equivalent

rays are easily found. They have initial equal and opposite toroidal

angles; they describe similar orbits determined by the same sequence
of values of the plasma density, magnetic field, and I N || I ,

symmetrically with respect to the equatorial plane. Detection of the
transmitted signals for arbitrary NJJ is also a problem; a possible

arrangement is a two dimensional array of of receivers in the form of

a beehive structure. Turbulence scattering is of course the major

threat to the validity of the method. In the case of long wave-length

drift modes efficient coupling between the O-mode and the turbulence

waves takes place in the region where N0 -» O . For increasing values

of NQ matching between the two modes becomes difficult which

rapidly reduces the effect of turbulence scattering. For large values of
I N y I ,Ng is always finite and, hopefully, the residual scattering can be

describe as an effective plasma refraction. If so, the effect of

turbulence will be eliminated by differential transmission. Note that

the lower-hybrid wave packet as well as the associated parametric

wave excitation constitute an inevitable turbulence. A definitive

statement on the relevance of turbulence scattering on the diagnostic

method discussed in this paper can only be made by the appropriate

experimental investigation.
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Figure captions

Fig.l Current profiles of lower-hybrid current drive ( ILH =* 5 MA)

Fig.2 Equatorial projection of the ray path for the current profile (a)

for |e| = 45° and f = (Q /2« = 75.2 , 81.8 , and 87.5 GHz.

Fig.3 Poloidal projection of the ray path for the conditions of Fig.2 .

Fig.4 Ray abscissa s vs r for the conditions of Fig.2 .

Fig.5 Optical depth T vs rmin for 1 9 1 = 40°, 45° , 50°, 60°, 70°.

Fig.6 Optical depth T vs rmin for 1 6 1 = 40°, 45° , 50°, 60°, 70° , and

the current profile (b) .

Fig.7 Optical depth T vs f for the current profile (a) and several

values of|0|.

Fig.8 Optical depth T vs f for the current profile (b) and several

values of I d I.

Fig.9 Current profile JLH(I") obtained with the iteration procedure

compared with the assumed one (full curve) .

Fig.10 As in Fig.9 for the profile (b).
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Table I. Values of rmjn , NQ( imin) » and T for three values of rcut . and

the conditions of Fig.2 .
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rcut
r min

No(rmin)

T

89.7

94.3

0.15

0.11

94

98.4

0.19

0.22

98.5 (cm)

103 (cm)

0.25

0.12

TABLE I
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